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Definition

Bioderived smart materials are a category of ionic
active materials that are fabricated from biological

macromolecules and utilize the ion transport proper-

ties of cell membranes to couple multiple physical
domains (chemical, electrical, mechanical, and opti-

cal). Owing to this coupling exhibited by biological

macromolecules, bioderived smart materials are
used as actuators, sensors, and energy harvesting

applications.

Cell Membrane Proteins: Transporter
Macromolecules

The cell membranes of plant and animal cells are host
to cholesterol and a variety of proteins that provide

structural rigidity and serve as anchor points for cell

attachment. In addition, some proteins serve as trans-
porters and allow the cell to exchange ions and neutral

molecules between the cell cytoplasm and its sur-

roundings. The transport of species through a protein
transporter in the cell membrane is driven by biologi-

cal processes that have inspired the development of

novel sensing, actuation, and energy harvesting con-
cepts. This entry will provide the technical background

on biological processes that have inspired the develop-

ment of bioderived smart materials and discuss the
system level concepts, fabrication, and characteriza-

tion of these material systems. Specific emphasis will

be given to novel actuation systems, sensing platforms,
and recent advances in fabrication of these materials

systems.

Transporter proteins are biological macromolecules
embedded in cell membranes that convert electrical,

mechanical, or chemical stimuli into ion transport

and regulate chemoelectrical potentials across the
membrane. It is this stimuli response of protein trans-

porters that makes it viable for the development of a

bioderived smart material using biological ion trans-
port processes. The transport of ions through the

transporter protein occurs via one of the following

processes:
1. Simple diffusion

2. Facilitated diffusion

a. Voltage-gated diffusion
b. Ligand-gated diffusion

c. Mechanically gated diffusion

3. Active transport
These ion transport processes are illustrated in

Fig. 1 and are used to classify protein transporters
found in cell membranes. In simple diffusion, the pro-

tein transporter behaves like an open channel and

allows diffusion of a species along a concentration
gradient across the membrane. In facilitated diffusion,

the protein transporter uses a gating signal such as

light, electrical field, mechanical stretch (or) an analyte
to open and conduct an ion or neutral molecule across

the membrane. In active transport, the protein trans-

porter uses the energy from biosynthetic molecules
such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP) to transport
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ions across the membrane. Since active transporters

expend chemical energy available in triphosphates,
ions are transported across the membrane against an

existing concentration gradient. In addition to ion

transport, active transporters establish the necessary
chemoelectrical gradients required for facilitated

diffusion across the membrane and provide the driving

force for long-range ion and solute transport in plant
and animal cells.

The mechanism for ion transport through the

protein transporter is explained by its molecular
composition and structural arrangement. The structural

composition of the protein transporter is unique to

a plant (or) animal cell membrane and hence
transporters are unique in their ion transport function.

The diversity of plant and animal cell membranes and
the uniqueness of protein transporters found in the cell

membranes lead to a large number of protein trans-

porters that can be used as an active component in
a bioderived smart material. Protein transporters ion

proteins are formed from amino acids that are

connected by a polypeptide bond. There are some 20
amino acids that form the majority of the protein trans-

porters and have clearly identified C-C backbone and

polar, nonpolar, and aromatic side chains. The linear
network of polypeptide bonds has a well-defined two-

dimensional structure and is woven (folded) into

a three-dimensional structure in the cell membrane.
The arrangement of amino acid side chains in the

two-dimensional and three-dimensional structures

contained within the protein transporters leads to
hydrogen bonding, van der Waals, and steric interac-

tions in response to external stimuli. This response in
structural changes for an applied optical, electrical,
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mechanical, or chemical stimuli results in the forma-

tion of a conductive pathway for a specific ion to

migrate across the membrane and results in an ionic
current through the protein transporter and the cell

membrane carrying the protein transporter. As

a consequence of the ionic current, the protein
transporter maintains and regulates the electrical

potential across the membrane in response to the

applied stimulus.

Bilayer Lipid Membranes: A Breadboard for
Bioderived Smart Material Concepts

The fabrication of a bioderived smart material requires
a membrane that can serve as a host to transporter

proteins and exhibit coupling between multiple physi-

cal domains (chemical, electrical, mechanical, and
optical). This membrane should have the structural

properties of a cell membrane and assume the ion

transport function imparted by the transporter protein.
In addition, this membrane should be sufficiently mod-

ular to accommodate multiple proteins and provide
a composite ion transport function. The current state

of the art in bioderived smart materials uses the same

macromolecules that form the cell membranes of plant

and animal cells. These molecules, referred to as
glycerophospholipids (also referred to as phospho-

lipids or lipids), are extracted and purified from cell

membranes and are amphiphilic in nature. Phospho-
lipids comprise of an organic alkyl end group with one

or few double bonds and a polar end group connected

to each other via a glycerol-phosphate group. An
example phospholipid molecule l-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-
sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) with an organic

palmitoyl- oleoyl- and polar -choline end group is
shown in Fig. 2. These molecules, owing to their

amphiphilic nature assemble into a bilayer formed

from stacked monolayers with the hydrophilic ends
of the monolayer facing outside as shown in Fig. 2.

This stacked arrangement of hydrophilic-hydrophobic-

hydrophilic groups in the bilayer membrane offers
high impedance for transport of ions and neutral

molecules through the membrane. The bilayer lipid

membrane (BLM) measures 6–10 nm in height, spans
10–20/mm2 area, and serves as the host to various

transporter proteins and forms the basic structure of
a bioderived smart material. Since various transporter
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proteins with different ion transport functions can be
incorporated in the BLM to provide a composite ionic

function, the BLM becomes the breadboard for various
smart material concepts. Owing to their biological

origin, the BLMwith the protein transporter is referred

to in this entry as the bioderived membrane.
In order to quantify the ionic current through the

bioderived membrane in the presence of the stimulus,

it is required to establish a measure of baseline ion
transport (current) through the BLM and charge

separation (electrical potential) across the membrane

without the protein transporter. The conductance of the
membrane is represented using a frequency-dependent

complex impedance function and the membrane is

modeled using electrical equivalents as shown in
Fig. 2. The complex impedance is measured using

electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) and fitted to

an equivalent circuit. In the absence of protein
transporters in the BLM, the membrane has a high

electrical impedance (!O 0.1–1 GO.cm2) and

a capacitance of 1/mF.cm"2 [1, 2]. In the presence of
protein transporters, the membrane assumes the trans-

port properties of the protein and has markedly

different conductance states. The impedance of the
membrane with the protein in the presence of the

stimuli measured using EIS and the conductance states

through cyclic voltammetry (CV) and chronoam-
perometry (CA) establish the incorporation and

functioning of the protein transporter in the membrane.

Concepts for Ionic Active Materials Using
Bioderived Membranes

The design of smart materials system using protein

transporters employs one or several of the previously
discussed ion transport processes. In order to under-

stand the energy conversion processes in a protein

transporter and its performance as an ionic active
material, it is necessary to quantify the work performed

by the bioderived membrane for an applied input

energy. The electrical work done by bioderived mem-
branes from ion transport is

DUE ¼
Z q

0

EdQ (1)

where E is the electrical field established by the protein

and dQ is the charge displacement through the

membrane. The electrical field established across the
membrane is given by E ¼ V/tm where V is the

transmembrane potential and tm is the thickness of
the membrane. The charge displacement dQ is due to

the ionic current ic through the protein transporter

embedded in the membrane and can be obtained from
electrochemical measurements on the membrane. The

ionic current results in altering the concentration of the

ion across the membrane that sets up an additional
transmembrane potential Vc give by

V1
c ¼ RT

zF
ln

C1
e

C1
i

! "
(2)

where C1
e , C1

i are the concentration of the ion
on either sides of the membrane at the end of the

process and z is the valency on the transported

ion. Similarly, the chemical energy gradient across
the membrane due to a concentration gradient is

given by

Dm ¼ RT ln
y1e
y1i

! "
(3)

where y1e , y1e are the mole fractions of species y on
either side of the membrane at steady state. The

interconversion between chemical potential and

electrical potential across the membrane shown in
Eqs. 1, 2, and 3 occur via ionic currents through the

protein transporter.

The ionic currents through the bioderived mem-
brane can be written for various transport process

from phenomenological equations as a function of

one or more of the following as shown in Sundaresan
et al. [3]

1. Applied transmembrane potential(V)

2. Chemical energy gradient(Dm)
3. Chemical energy released from biochemical

reaction(Dm)
The diffusion ionic current through the membrane

of area A and permeability constant Pm in the presence

of concentration gradients Ce, Ci, and transmembrane

potential V is given by Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
equation as

idiff ¼ "APmF
zFV

RT

! "
C½ %i " C½ %ee"

zFV
RT

1" e"
zFV
RT

" #

: (4)
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The ionic current through the protein transporter via
voltage-gated diffusion ivg is given by

ivg ¼ 2czekT
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½C%e½C%i

q Ap

2 d
sinh

eðV " VcÞ
2kT

! "
; (5)

where c is the voltage gating coefficient, z is the

valency of the transported species, e is the charge on

the ion, Ap is the area of the ion conducting channel,
and d is the length of the pore in the protein transporter.
The ionic current through the protein transporter via

active transport ipump is given by

ipump ¼ Mel tanh
F½"V " VATP þ Vc%

2kT

! "
; (6)

whereM is the pump density in the membrane, z is the
charge of the pumped ion, l is the sum of the forward
and backward reaction rates in the pump, Vc is the

electrochemical gradient for the pumped ion given by

Eq. 2, and k is Boltzmann constant.
The choice of transporter protein in bioderived

materials depends on the nature of the stimulus to be

detected for sensing, stimulus that is available for
actuation and ambient energy source available for

harvesting. This choice is also dependent on the ability

to extract a protein transporter from a cell membrane
and the ability to reconstitute the cell membrane-like

structure on a synthetic platform. Thus, a bioderived

membrane measuring 6–10 nm in thickness with finite
number of transporter proteins supported or suspended

on a solid substrate and membrane area of !10 mm2

serves as the fundamental unit in a bioderived smart
material. In an actuator, sensor, or energy harvesting

device, a large number of such membranes with pro-

tein transporters are assembled to work in parallel as
a smart material. An overview of concepts that use the

bioderived membrane as the active component in sen-

sors, actuators, and energy harvesting devices is shown
in Fig. 3. The ionic currents through the membrane can

be obtained from the ionic current through the trans-

porter from expressions similar to Eqs. 4–6 for the
design of smart material systems.

Sensor: The bioderived membrane is used as the

sensing element by monitoring the electrical response
of the membrane in response to an applied stimulus.

The bioderived membrane is formed with electrodes

on either sides of the membrane on a synthetic sub-
strate and packaged into a system for monitoring elec-

trical current, transmembrane voltage, or electrical
impedance. With the choice of an appropriate protein

transporter, the sensor is tailored to respond to chem-

ical analyte, bioelectrical sensors, mechanical strain,
light, and temperature.

Actuator: A bioderived membrane is used to regu-

late the ionic concentration between two closed vol-
umes in response to an applied stimulus. The ionic

currents through the bioderived membrane sets up

ionic and osmotic gradients across the membrane.
This concentration gradient becomes an intermediate

stimulus for osmotic regulation and movement of the

solvent molecules (water) across the membrane. The
bulk movement of water molecules leads to volumetric

expansion of a closed volume that will lead to bulk

stress in the material. The bulk stress generated in
a closed volume encompassing the bioderived

membrane is placed in a system that will lead to the

development of a stack- or a bimorph-type actuator.
Energy Harvesting: The definition of an energy

harvesting device has evolved over the last decade

and is now defined as a system that converts ambient
energy into electrical energy that can be stored locally

and used later for powering electronic devices. In this

context, a bioderived membrane generates
a chemoelectrical potential from ion transport by vary-

ing the ionic concentration as shown in Eq. 2.

The concentration gradient and the resulting
chemoelectrical potential can be generated by active

transport using incident light, consuming triphosphates

(adenosine, guanosine), etc. Due to the nature of the
ionic transport processes and the resulting gradient

across the membrane, protein transporters behave like

constant current power sources.

Fabrication Methods and Recent Advances

The methods to form BLM utilize the amphiphilic

nature of the phospholipid molecule to produce
a highly organized structure in the presence of an

aqueous medium. In the past five decades, many tech-

niques have emerged to assemble phospholipids into
vesicles and planar BLM [1, 4–8]. Vesicles are hollow-

spherical structures that are useful as carrier vehicles

for chemical payloads. The planar configuration of the
lipid membrane (planar BLM) permits access to both
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sides of the membrane and is preferred for the investi-

gation of ion transport through transporter proteins.

The bioderived smart materials typically use a planar
BLM supported on a solid substrate (supported BLM)

or suspended across the pores of a nanofabricated

porous substrate (suspended BLM).
The tools and methods to fabricate a synthetic bio-

logical membrane trace its origin to the pioneering

research by Mueller and Rudin and coworkers [1, 4]
and Tien, Ottova, and coworkers [9]. The initial studies

focused on forming planar BLMs from egg phospho-

lipids across a 200-mm pore in a polymeric membrane
with voltage-gated ion channels [4]. These initial

experimental investigations and subsequent advances

by Tien, Ottova, and coworkers were motivated by the
need to create in vitro test platforms for analyzing the

physiological and immunological function of cell
membranes [10–12]. Recently, the experimental

methods to form a BLM with proteins are motivated

by the engineering applications of bioderived mem-

branes. The anticipated applications for bioderived
membranes have significantly influenced the fabrica-

tion methods and material choice in the past decade.

A consistent challenge in transitioning supported
and suspended lipid bilayers into robust material plat-

forms is the fragility and limited shelf life of the thin

membrane. Various approaches have been investigated
to stabilize lipid bilayers, including suspending bila-

yers across nanopores, tethering bilayers to solid

surfaces, and sandwiching suspended membranes
between water-swollen hydrogels. Among them, this

entry will discuss a novel platform for reconstituting

phospholipids into a BLM in a curable polymerizable
structure. The method, referred to as droplet interface

bilayer (DIB), utilizes the affinity of the hydrophobic
tails to organic solvents (or) oils. The DIB technique
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first demonstrated by Funakoshi et al. [13] and then

refined and expanded by Bayley et al. [14–16] showed

that the stability of the bilayer can be improved by
minimizing the direct interaction of phospholipids

with a solid substrate. This leads to a BLM with

improved longevity (DIBs lasted for days to weeks)
and increased resistance to rupture. In this approach,

a liquid-supported interface bilayer is formed by

connecting two lipid-encased water droplets sub-
merged in oil as shown in Fig. 4. The monolayers

that make up the bilayer self-assemble at the oil-water

interface surrounding each droplet and spontaneously
“zip” together when the droplets are placed into

contact. The formation of a lipid bilayer at this
interface occurs by thinning when depletion floccula-

tion removes excess oil from between the droplets.

Using this principle, the amount of contact between
two droplets can be modulated by the choice of oil.

Aside from advantages of simplicity and stability,

the DIB embodiment affords the ability to form
a biomolecular network of lipid bilayers by connecting

more than two droplets. The ability of the DIB

membrane to accommodate proteins makes it feasible

to demonstrate selective transport across multiple

interfaces formed from a network of droplets. The
primary disadvantage of this method, though, is the

need to dispense and position individual water droplets

a task that becomes increasingly difficult for small
droplets (<100 mm). To remedy this limitation and to

provide added support to the droplets themselves,

Sarles and Leo recently developed an alternative
technique called the regulated attachment method

(RAM) for interface bilayer formation within

a flexible, nonwetting solid substrate [17, 18]. Instead
of positioning droplets individually, the RAM uses

mechanical force applied to the flexible substrate to
control the attachment of lipid-coated aqueous vol-

umes contained in neighboring compartments. The

applied force regulates the dimensions of the aperture
separating the compartment as shown in Fig. 4a. With

the initial design, increasing the force closes the aper-

ture and separates the volumes. Relaxing this force,
then, opens the aperture and allows the volumes to

come into contact. The results of this method proved
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that, like DIBs, interface bilayers formed using RAM
lead to stable membranes that exhibit high electrical

resistances (>10GO) necessary for measuring single-
channel and multiple-channel ion currents through

proteins such as alamethicin (Fig. 4b). Further, the

RAM enables the size of the bilayer (i.e., the area of
contact) to be reversibly modulated after membrane

thinning. It has been shown through experiments that

the effective diameter of the bilayer formed fromRAM
technique could be varied by a factor of 5X by merely

modulating compressive force (Fig. 4c). The flexibility

of the regulated attachment method (RAM) provides
additional advantages over earlier methods to form

lipid bilayers, including the DIB approach. First, this

method provides control of the size of the bilayer,
independent of the sizes or shapes of the aqueous

volumes. Sarles and Leo later utilized this advantage

in forming interface bilayers between nonspherical
hydrogels [19]. Second, supporting the aqueous

volumes within a flexible substrate helps to reduce

relative motion between the connected volumes
under vibration and shock, making for a more portable

system.With this added support, additional contents in

the form of discrete aqueous droplets can be added to
an existing lipid-coated volume via a microchannel or

syringe without causing the membrane to rupture. This

capability enables biomolecules (or other species) to
be added to the membrane at a designated time after

bilayer formation.

Bioderived Microhydraulic Actuators

Motion in biomolecules, especially protein trans-

porters, is typically associated with conformational

change in proteins and is of the order of few angstroms
of displacement and/or angular rotation of the subunits

in the protein transporter [20]. There are numerous

challenges in coupling this mechanical motion
resulting from three-dimensional conformational

change of proteins to an external system and hence

cannot be used for performing mechanical work.
Another interesting example of chemomechanical

actuation is the demonstration of kinesin motility on

microtubules [21]. In this system, a kinesin-
functionalized nanoparticle traverses along the length

of a microtubule resulting from the rotation of kinesin

dimer from ATP hydrolysis. Various research groups
have used nanobeads functionalized with kinesin as

platform for demonstrating this novel actuation con-
cept. While this concept is significantly advanced than

molecular motors, coupling this linear motion to gen-
erate force and volumetric strain has challenges in

interfacing the bimolecular motion with a structure.

In order to demonstrate a system that uses
biomolecules to generate volumetric strain similar to

ferroelectrics, electroactive polymers, a membrane-

based hydraulic actuation concept was developed by
Sundaresan and Leo [3].

The membrane-based microhydraulic actuator uses

a BLM with ion transporters as shown in Fig. 5(a–b).
The chemomechanical actuator uses osmotic regula-

tion between two chambers resulting from ion and

sucrose transport through the bioderived membrane.
The bioderived membrane is suspended across the

pores of a microporous substrate and separates the

contents of the two chambers and is reconstituted
with a sucrose transporter protein (SUT4) extracted

from Arabidopsis thaliana. The SUT4 protein, grown

in and extracted from yeast cell membrane, is
a cotransporter that transports proton and sucrose

from the side of the membrane with higher proton

and sucrose concentration. On applying a buffered
proton gradient, the cotransporter balances the pH

gradient with sucrose concentration gradient. The

sucrose concentration gradient generates an osmotic
gradient across the membrane and produces water

transport through the membrane. The additional vol-

ume of fluid from osmotic regulation, demonstrated in
Sundaresan et al. [22], builds pressure in the chamber,

balances the osmotic gradient established by sucrose

transport, and deforms a flexible wall in the chamber.
The mechanics of ion transport leading to an

osmotic gradient due to a cotransporter is shown

using phenomenological equations. The forces in the
system during proton-sucrose cotransport through the

membrane for actuation are chemical potentials (Dm)
due to
1. Concentration gradient of proton (Dmp)
2. Concentration gradient of sucrose (Dms) –

cotransported specie
3. Osmotic gradient due to concentration gradients of

charged species and nonelectrolytes

The proton and sucrose fluxes (fp, fs) through the
membrane due to the applied concentration gradients

across a membrane can be represented by phenomeno-

logical equations for ion transport formulated by
Katachalsky et al. [23, 24].
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fs ¼ Ls;s Dms þ Ls;p Dmp
fp ¼ Lp;s Dms þ Lp;pDmp: (7)

Assuming unity values for activity coefficients, the

chemical potentials that contribute to the flux are [25]

Dmp ¼ RT ln
cp1
cp2

! "

Dms ¼ RT ln
cs1
cs2

! "
:

(8)

The coefficients in the flux equations in Eq. 7
represent the coupling between proton and sucrose

transport through the membrane. The coefficient Ls,s
represents the coupling between sucrose chemical
potential and sucrose flux. The coefficient Ls,p relates
sucrose flux to the chemical potential due to proton and

similarly, Lp,s relates the proton flux to sucrose chem-
ical potential. The coefficients Ls,p, Lp,s are assumed

equal due to the Onsager symmetry relationship [26].
The chemical potentials due to sucrose and pH

gradients are assumed to balance each other as shown

in Sundaresan and Leo [22] and the equilibrium
concentration of sucrose is obtained for various pH

and sucrose gradients. For an infinite source of sucrose

on side 1 of the membrane and zero initial concentra-
tion of sucrose on side 2 of the membrane, it is assumed

that the concentration on side 1 of the membrane

remains unchanged from the initial concentration.
The concentration of sucrose on side 2 balanced by

a buffered pH gradient at equilibrium is given by the

expression

cs2 ¼ cs110
DpH; (9)

where DpH ¼ pH2 – pH1. In the presence of a limited

source of sucrose on side 1 of the membrane as in the
actuator, sucrose is transported through the membrane

until the concentration gradient of sucrose balances the

applied proton gradient. The balancing concentration
as a function of the volume ratios. The number of

moles of the sucrose on side 1 and side 2 at equilibrium

is denoted by ns1jeq and ns2jeq, respectively. The volume
of the chamber on side 1 and side 2 of the membrane is

represented by V1 and V2 and the volume ratio by
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Vr ¼ V1/V2. At equilibrium condition the number of
moles in the system is constrained by

ns1jeq þ ns2jeq ¼ V1c
s
1 (10)

The equilibrium concentration on side 2 of the

membrane from Eq. 9 is rewritten in terms of the

number of moles of the sucrose on both the sides of
the membrane,

ns2jeq ¼ ns1jeq
Vr

10DpH
(11)

The concentration on side 1 at equilibrium condi-

tion is obtained in terms of the initial sucrose concen-

tration on side 1 of the membrane by substituting the
mass balance expression in Eq. 10 into Eq. 11

cs1jeq ¼ cs1
Vr

Vr þ 10DpH
: (12)

Similarly, the concentration of sucrose at equilib-
rium on side 2 of the membrane is

cs2jeq ¼ cs1
10DpHVr

Vr þ 10DpH
: (13)

The equilibrium concentration of sucrose on side 2
of the membrane ðcs2jeqÞ due to an imposed initial

sucrose concentration ðcs1Þ is computed for a volume

ratio Vr ¼ 100 in Table 1. It is observed from the table
that the proton gradient concentrates sucrose on side 2

of the membrane. From the applied proton gradient and
different initial concentration of sucrose on side 1 of

the membrane, the membrane with cotransporter will

develop different osmotic pressures on side 2 of the
membrane within a finite duration. This analysis shows

the feasibility to use concentration of sucrose as

a control variable in the actuator with a cotransporter
for modulating the force and deformation. A prototype

chemomechanical actuator similar to the schematic in

Fig. 5a was fabricated to demonstrate the concept of
microhydraulic actuation using bioderived

membranes. The porous glass plate is attached to

a 500-mm Kapton film and sandwiched in between
the two chambers with a rubber gasket. This serves as

the supporting substrate for forming suspended BLM

with SUT4 transporters. A clamping plate screwed

onto the top chamber holds the PET (polyethylene

terepthalate) coverplate that deforms out of the cham-
ber due to increasing pressure from osmotic regulation

across the two chambers. The volumes of the chambers

are designed to be 0.54 ml and 50 ml so that the larger
chamber resembles a reservoir. The procedure to

assemble the actuator follows the description in

Sundaresan and Leo [22]. The BLM is formed from
POPS and POPE lipids by painting method and the

proteins are reconstituted by vesicle fusion method. In

this method, 10 ml of lipids (POPS:POPE mixed in 3:1
w/w ratio and dissolved in n-decane at 40 mg/ml) is

painted on the surface and allowed to dry for 10 min

under a stream of nitrogen. This is followed by the
addition of 10 ml of SUT4 transporters in liposomes

suspended in pH7.0 medium. The porous substrate

with added components are allowed to stand in air for
15 min and assembled into the actuator.

The assembled prototype actuator is characterized

by applying different concentrations of sucrose in the
bottom chamber and measuring the deformation of the

coverplate. As a control study, different baseline tests
with a key ingredient left out is tested. The different

baseline tests performed on the actuator are:

1. BLM with pH7.0 buffer on both sides of the
membrane

2. BLM with pH4.0/pH7.0 gradient without sucrose

dissolved in the bottom chamber
3. BLM with pH4.0/pH7.0 gradient with 5 mM

sucrose dissolved in the bottom chamber

The results from baseline tests on the prototype
shown in Sundaresan and Leo [22] demonstrate that

there is no deformation in the coverplate for the case

with pH7.0 buffer on both the sides of the membrane.
Similarly, the coverplate does not show an appreciable

deformation for a pH gradient applied to the membrane

without sucrose. In the third baseline, pH gradient is
applied across a BLM without SUT4 and 5 mM

sucrose is added to the bottom chamber. It is observed

that the coverplate deforms into the top chamber and is
attributed to the migration of water molecules from the

top chamber to the bottom chamber driven by the

osmotic gradient.

Bioderived Smart Materials, Table 1 Equilibrium concen-
tration of sucrose on side 2 of the membrane in the actuator for
pH4/pH7 applied across the membrane assembly

cs1 mM (Initial) 1 10 15 20

cs2jeqmM 90 900 1,360 1,810
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The next set of experiments are performed on an

actuator assembled with pH4.0/pH7.0 gradient applied
across the BLM with SUT4 and different concentra-

tions of sucrose. Representative results from these

experiments are shown in Fig. 5c. From the experi-
mental results in Fig. 5c, it is observed that the defor-

mation in the actuator and rate of deformation

increases with the initial sucrose concentration on
side 1 of the membrane. The performance metrics of

this actuator of this bioderived membrane-based actu-

ator discussed in Sundaresan and Leo [22] compares
well with soft polymeric electrochemomechanical

actuators [27]. Thus, this demonstration follows the

theoretical discussion that varying the sucrose concen-
tration across the SUT4 cotransporter results in an

osmotic gradient and leads to volumetric strain in the

flexible wall of the actuator.

Hair Cell Sensors

Sensory hairs, or hair cells, are one of the most com-

mon forms of transducers found in nature. In general,
a hair cell is type of sensory receptor that uses protrud-

ing structures, called cilia, to probe the surrounding

environment. Sharing this basic trait, natural hair cells
display tremendous diversity in their morphologies,

mechanical properties, and physiological functions.

As a result, animals use hair cells to detect sound,
pressure, flow, vibration, chemical species, and even

position (inertial tilt). Motivated by the diversity of

stimuli-responsive behavior of natural hair cells, sev-
eral groups have used synthetic active materials to

engineer hair cell-inspired sensors. Most notably,
Liu’s research group [28] pioneered multiple

generations of artificial cilia that used microfabricated

cilia mounted on strain gauges or polymeric force-
sensitive resistors (FSRs) to create an electrical

response in response to flow or touch. However, living

hair cells such as mammalian outer hair cells (OHCs)
rely heavily on soft biological materials, namely, cell

membranes and stretch-activated ion channels to sense

deflections the cilia.
Building on recent advances to assemble and encap-

sulate an artificial cell membrane within a flexible

substrate, Sarles et al. [29] demonstrated that a gel-
supported lipid bilayer could be used to build a new

type of membrane-based hair cell-inspired sensor. As

shown in Fig. 6a, the hair cell consists of synthetic
cilium (hair) that features an electrolyte-swollen poly-

meric gel at lower end and which is held vertically

within one compartment of a nonswelling solid sub-
strate. A second, lipid-encased aqueous volume

contained in the neighboring compartment connects

to the gel at the base of the hair to form a lipid bilayer.
Both compartments also contain immiscible oil needed

for promoting phospholipid self-assembly at the oil-

water interfaces. The performance of the hair cell
sensor was characterized by measuring the current

through the membrane (using conductive probes

inserted into each aqueous volume) in response to the
applied airflow across the hair. The results of this

initial study demonstrated that the membrane-based

hair cell generates an increase in the amplitude of the
current through the bilayer in response to flow-induced

vibration of the synthetic hair (Fig. 6b). Also, the

power spectral density revealed that the frequency
content of the sensing current (Fig. 6c) differs from

that of the background noise evidence that the mechan-
ical vibrations of the hair contribute to the measured

current
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Bioderived Smart Materials, Fig. 6 A membrane-based hair cell (a) uses the mechanoelectrical properties of a lipid bilayer to
transduce airflow into current (b). (c) The frequency content of the measured signal correlates to the mechanical vibrations of the hair
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current. Unlike living hair cells that use stretch-
activated ion channels to provide both static and oscil-

latory sensing, this system only contained an Ac
response (i.e., static deflection of the hair did not result

in a change in the current). Yet, these initial responses

did not explain the source of the current. By systemat-
ically varying the applied potential across the bilayer

and holding the area of the membrane constant during

the experiment, the authors discovered that the sensing
current increased linearly with respect to the voltage.

This result provided proof that a change in the electri-

cal capacitance of the membrane, caused by bending in
the bilayer, is the source of the measured current. In

this work, the sensing currents ranged from 10 to 100

pA, depending on the speed of airflow, the length of the
hair, and the transmembrane potential. Current efforts

to increase the sensitivity of the sensor, provide static

and directional responses, and fully encapsulate the
liquid contents are underway.

Concluding Remarks

This entry presents a novel framework to develop

smart materials using biomolecular components

extracted from cell membranes. The bioderived smart
materials use ion and fluid transport through protein

transporters embedded in an impervious membrane

and couple one or more of the following – chemical,
electrochemical gradients across the membrane,

mechanical stretch in the membrane and light energy

incident on the membrane. This entry discusses
a unique bioderived actuator that uses sucrose trans-

port through a proton-sucrose transporter to generate

volumetric strain. It is shown that the blocked force
generated by these materials resemble soft polymeric

electrochemomechanical actuators. We also present

a novel electromechanical sensing concept using the
BLM and demonstrate the potential of this device as

a mechanical flow sensor. In the bioderived smart

material systems described in this entry, two methods
to fabricate the bioderived membrane are presented.

Among the two methods, the first method utilizes the

self-assembly of phospholipids in a pore to form
a BLM with proteins. The second method, inspired

by DIB, demonstrates an innovative method to fabri-

cate a durable bilayer membrane, demonstrates the
force and flow sensing, and provides a rugged

framework for future development in this field. The
framework for building bioderived smart materials

and their application as sensors, chemomechanical
actuators, and energy harvesting devices discussed in

this entry benefits from a wide variety of transporters

that can be extracted from cell membranes and offers
innovative approaches to couple various forms of

energy.
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Synonyms

Floccules; Microbial aggregations

Definition

Biofilms are aggregations of microbes that are encased

by extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) and
adhere to surfaces or interfaces. Biofilms exist in

a very wide diversity of environments, and
microfluidic devices are being increasingly utilized to

study and understand their formation and properties.

Overview

Microbes often form aggregates on interfaces, and due

to a production of EPS, the aggregates become encased

in a matrix [1]. Though microbes in a biofilm are
physiologically distinct from bacteria growing in

a free swimming state (planktonic bacteria), biofilm

growth is a complex process that is typically initiated
by planktonic bacteria themselves. Biofilm growth is

initiated with bacterial adhesion to a surface, followed

by events such as growth, EPS secretion, and morpho-
logical and physiological changes. Microbial biofilms
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